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Background

To my mind, the nuclear issue is a national one in
the sense that no nuclear promotion program can be
transferred internationally without taking into
account the national aspects, such as nuclear
attitudes, their changes in time, the need of power,
and the more general features like the role of press,
the traditions of decision-making, and the way ads
are used in a country.

Before explaining the Finnish nuclear promoting
program some background information is needed.

In Finland, there are two nuclear power plants with
four reactors totalling about 2 200 MWe. The oldest
reactor has been operating just over ten years. In
the Finnish power supply the share of nuclear power
makes up one third. The optimum would be about 40 .

The need for electricity is increasing by about 3 
per year for at least the next ten years. This means
that new capacity will be needed. For base load power
there are two alternatives only - nuclear and coal.

In early 1986, the political situation developed so
that the permission for the construction of the next
nuclear power unit was asked by the nuclear industry.
Long before that it was clear that new base load
capacity was needed. The early 1986 was suitable for
starting the political decision-making process
because it was also the beginning of the fourth, that
is the final year, before the next Parliamentary
elections.

we had an intensive debate on energy, and high
expectations. The Chernobyl accident changed the
situation totally. Nclear attitudes became very
negative, like in all countries, and all parties said
no to new nuclear power plants.

Parliamentary elections confirmed the negative
situation, and the government promised not to begin
to construct nuclear power.

The Chernobyl accident did not, however, influence
the need of electricity. It did not make Finnish
nuclear power more dangerous, nor did it make fossil
fuels any better in pollution sense. So, after a
while the energy debate started again.

Last summer was the warmest summer in the
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century. Several air pollution and climate
conferences were arranged in Finland with remarkable
publicity. many considered the hot weather a sign of
the green house effect. So it is, perhaps, not a
wonder that nuclear attitudes have recovered from the
Chernobyl shock. This is seen in figure 

From the results seen, we could claim that public
confidence and acceptance of nuclear power has
recovered, too. I must point out that the nuclear
attitudes are not very positive in Finland. There is,
for example, remains of extra opposition compared to
the situation in fall 1985.

However, the situation begins to be mature for
decisions, as before the Chernobyl accident. Now the
threshold is the Government, and we probably have to
wait till the next Parliamentary elections in early
1991. So, we shall face Parliamentary elections with
nuclear issue.

2 Nuclear promoting program in Finland

As already stated, the need for cheap base load power
has been real for years in Finland. Moreover, there
is a continuing change in the energy field the use
of electricity is increasing while the direct use of
fuels is decreasing.

Finnish industry has based its energy debate on these
two facts. This means that nuclear power is seen as a
vital part of the Finnish energy system, and the
debate always utilizes this point of view. Nuclear
power is not a speciality which should be debated
separately.

Remembering the five million Finns who read
newspapers almost like Englishmen, and the volume of
the advertising per capita is almost as large as in
the U.S.A, it is easy to see the rationality of
Finnish nuclear promotion program:

1 the decision makers are continuously
informed about energy policy and, as part of it,
about nuclear power

2 public is predominantly informed by media,
i.e. the press and TV/radio

3 direct means of informing public - visits,
lectures, brochures, videos - are also increasingy
used.

So far, there has been so high an interest in energy,
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and energy related environmental issues in Finland,
that the industry, of course with other interested
bodies, has got its arguments into the public.
Industry has used same argumentation for years. It
has proved to withstand the debate and time. So the
credibility of industry has preserved dislike to the
credibility of one-issue movements, for instance, the
anti-nuclear movement.

All this means that the industry does not need
advertising to get its message to the public. So,
this is the case in Finland today.

3 Problems with nuclear ads

Based on energy and nuclear attitude surveys we have
learned that these issues are not independent in the
society. Quite the opposite, the nuclear attitudes
especially are tightly connected to general views
like the pessimism toward the future, the credibility
of large institutions, or politics, the acceptability
of continuous economic growth, etc. The role of
technical or economic facts, we engineers love, is
found to be small, too.

To change people's nuclear attitude one should be
able to influence all the complex issues related to
nuclear power. In theory, this is possible by ads.
In that case the campaining ought to be huge, it
should last for years, and still would have basic
question marks.

The first question is how credible people see ads, in
general, and, especially, in case of highly disputed
and societal issues. Although there have been some
educational ad campaigns in Finland, nuclear campaign
would be a step to the unknown.

More than once I have been asked when IVO begins the
nuclear advertising campaign. If the question comes
from an advertising agency, I almost always see
dollars in their eyes, simply because everybody
realizes that if nuclear attitudes could be changed
by ads it would be a multi-million dollar campaign.
By the way, I have met one leading advertising agency
which has refused to advertise nuclear power because
they realized that ads are not the proper way to
promote it.

But if the question about nuclear advertising
campaign comes from the media people I understand the
message when a big company tries to change people's
attitudes by using big money it really is worth big
headlines.
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Knowing that the nuclear attitudes are tightly
connected to very many and quite stable societal
views, and seeing the basic difficulties with ads, it
is clear to me that there is no other way of
promoting nuclear energy than a long and continuous
public debate involving the above mentioned three
steps.

There still is one point which should be remembered
when considering the use of ads. It is a well-known
fact resulting from corporate image surveys that ads
are the most ineffective way of promoting the image.
More effective is to appear in news, or in articles,
or to show the name of the company in cars,
buildings, flags, etc.

The most effective way to promote corporate image is
to make people get positive experience using
company's products, or have them know somebody in the
company.

These general facts mean that one should take the
most effective ways first - that is to arrange
visits, to inform the personnel better, to give
lectures, to write press releases, etc.

my opinion is a knock-out to those who believe in the
effects of ads.

4 Better to be active than defensive

In public debate there is a rule of thumb avoid
vacuums. In nuclear debate this simply means that
nuclear industry itself must generate pieces of news
and articles about energy. If it doesn't, somebody
else will fill the vacuum.

The need to defend is caused by a situation where
somebody else than nuclear industry continuously
fills the vacuum. If nuclear industry cannot set the
,vacuum filler, aside, there perhaps is no other way
than advertising.

This is the simple logic of public debate, at least
in Finland.

There is a continuing need to be active as regards to
the above-mentioned three points. This active role
does not mean that there were only relevant or
positive articles or discussions in public. It means,
however, that the public always gets the viewpoint of
the industry, too. So the arguments can be compared
all the time.
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5 Conclusion

To my mind, and referring to the nuclear attitude
survey results in Finland, advertising is not the
solution to win the public confidence.

Nuclear industry must be active in other ways than
promoting nuclear power by advertising.

This was the Finnish opinion. As I already said, the
nuclear issue is national in the sense that no
country can copy models from other countries without
carefully considering the local circumstances. So, in
other countries there may be situations where other
kinds of actions are called for.
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FIGURE DESIRED SCOPE OF USE OF THE DIFFERENT
FORMS OF ENERGY IN 1983-1988
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